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Assume that {Xi, i I> 1} is an iid sequence of r.v.'s with distribution F with a density f which has 
a singularity in one of its end-points of the support. Then we show that the asymptotic behaviour 
of the minimal spacings, which are the successive differences of the order statistics, ischaracterized 
by the behaviour o f f  in its singularity. We apply these results to coverage problems of the circle 
and the line, and to the behaviour of the scan-statistic under such a given density. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Xi, i I> 1} be an iid sequence of random variables with distribution F and 
density f. Denote by {X~n, 1 ~< i <~ n} the order statistics of {Xi, 1 <~ i <~ n} and define 
the spacings Si,. = Xi+~,.-X~,. for i= 1 , . . . ,  n -1 .  Deheuvels (1986) showed that 
under certain assumptions the weak limiting behaviour of extreme order statistics 
X~,. or X.,. specifies the limiting behaviour of the maximal spacings, except for 
the case of a Weibull limit distribution (with parameter t~ < 1, cf. (2)) of the extreme 
order statistics. We prove that in this case with a < ½ the asymptotic behaviour of 
the minimal spacings is completely characterized by the asymptotic behaviour of 
the extreme order statistics. It is obvious that the maximal spacings occur in the 
vicinity of the points of minimum density f whereas the minimal spacings occur in 
the vicinity of maximal density points. The complete characterization is possible 
since the conditions in Deheuvels f(x)-~ 0 and in our case f (x)-*  oo (as x tends to 
some value B) imply the asymptotic domination of the spacings occurring in these 
neighbourhoods. In our case the domination is only true for t~ <½. For a I> ½, an 
example in Section 4 shows that also some of the spacings not occurring in the 
vicinity of the maximal density point may contribute to the minimal spacings, 
asymptotically, and if a >½, they are even of smaller order than the spacings 
occurring in the vicinity of the singularity. 
As an application of this result we indicate a few results for the coverage problem 
of the circle and the line by random arcs or segments. Furthermore, we apply the 
results also to the scan-statistic, which is used for goodness-of-fit. 
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2. Minimal spacings 
Assume that F has a continuous density f such that f (x)  ..-> oo as x --> A or x ~ B 
where A = inf{x: F(x) > 0} >I -co and B = sup{x: F(x) < 1} <~ oo. (There is essentially 
no loss of generality to assume the singularity occurs in the endpoints.) This 
assumption corresponds with the Weibull case with parameter a < 1, since if e.g. 
X,,n converges in distribution to a Weibull distribution with a < 1, we have 
l imsupf(x)=oo and B<oo. 
B- -~oo  
Concerning the possible behaviour of f in A or B we have to distinguish between 
different cases. 
A: One singularity in A or B 
First we deal with the case where the mimimal spacings occur only in one endpoint, 
say in B. We assume 
f (x)  -> oo for x ~ B, f (A  +) < oo, f (x)  < oo for all x ~ (A, B) 
and f is ultimately nondecreasing for x 1' B. (1) 
To characterize the minimal spacings occurring in the neighbourhood of B by 
assumption (1), we use as mentioned the asymptotic behaviour of the extreme order 
statistic X.,.. Because B < oo, there are in general only two possible limit laws for 
X.,. (see Galambos (1978) or Leadbetter et al. (1983)). Either X.,. converges in 
distribution to a Gumbel or it converges to a Weibull distribution. But (1) excludes 
the Gumbel case. Therefore we define 
X e D(@~), i.e. there exists b. such that 
lim P{X. , . -B<~x(B-b . )}=exp( - ( -x )~) ,  x<0,  t~>0 
~1--~ oo  
with b. = G(1/n) and G(x)=inf{y: 1 -F (y )<~x}=(1-  F)- l (x).  (2) 
The assumption (1) implies that a < 1 (similar to Remark I of Deheuvels (1986)). 
Condition (2) is equivalent to the assumption that F is regularly varying in B with 
coefficient a (see de Haan (1970)). Based on these conditions the asymptotic 
behaviour of the minimal spacings is completely determined, namely by the 
behaviour of the density f in the neighbourhood of highest attraction for sample 
values Xi. We prove the following results for the minimal spacings Mi,., being the 
order statistics of the spacings S~,n, 1 <~ i ~< n - 1: Ml,n <~ M2,n ~" " " ~ M,,_I,,,. We use 
the random sequence {v~, i >I 0} with 
: ( i~ l  1/a 1/a 
v, .j=lWJ) -(~=~ wj) 
for some a and {%} iid Exp(1) random variables. (•°= 1 w~ = 0.) 
Theorem 2.1. Let (1) and (2) with 0<a<½ be satisfied. Then, for any k>--l, 
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P{Mk..<~x(B-b.)}-'> Lk.,~,~(X), x>O, 
where Lk.,~.~(" ) is the distribution of the k-th minima of {v~, 1 <~ i < 0o}. 
In addition, introducing the spacings S.,. = B -  X... and So..'= X~, . -  A, if A > 
-oo, and = +oo, else, then the limit laws for the minimal spacings Mi,. of S~., 
i = 0 , . . . ,  n are as follows. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (1) and (2) with 0<a<½ be satisfied. Then for any k~>0: 
P{l~lk-l,. <~ x(B - b.)} ->/:k,~,l(X), as n -> oo, x > O, where f-,k,,~,l(" ) is the distribution 
of the k-th minima of {vi, 0 <<, i < 0o}. 
The proof of both results is deferred to Section 4 and it is based on the ideas of 
Deheuvels (1986) paper. 
B: Singularities in A and B 
This case has many subcases of which we discuss in detail only the most interesting 
one. We assume that 
f (x )  -> 0o as x~A and x~B, f (x )  < oo for all x ~ (A, B), 
and f is ultimately nondecreasing as x~,A and x'fB. (3) 
(3) implies that A > -oo. Under this assumption the spacings in the neighbour- 
hood of B may be much smaller than the spacings occurring close to A (or reversed). 
In such a case Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 remain valid by adding a sufficient condition 
for this behaviour as e.g. P{X~,. - A >>- x(B - b,)} --> 1 for all x > 0. In the same way 
cases with more than one singularity can be discussed. 
The most interesting case is given by densities which are symmetric with respect 
to the singularities, i.e. 
f (A+x)  =f (B -x )  for all x~ (0, 8) and some 8>0.  (4) 
Because of the asymptotic ndependent ofthe spacings occurring in the neighbour- 
hoods of A and B we get the following results, where we use in addition an 
independent copy { v~, j ~> 0} of { vj, j I> 0}. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (2) with 0< a <½, (3) and (4) be satisfied. Then 
(i) for any k >i 1: P { Mk,. <~ x( B - b.)}-> Lk,~,e(X), where Lk,~,2( •) is the distribution 
of the k-th minima of { v~ v~, j >1 1}. 
(ii) for any k >I 1: e{Mk- l , .  <~ x(B-  bn)}->/:k,~,2(X) where/~,k,~,2(" ) is the distribu- 
tion of  the k-th minima of {vi, v~,j>~O}. 
These results are applied to the coverage problem in the next section. An applica- 
tion to the scan statistic is treated also by introducing higher-order spacings. Since 
the limit laws for the minimal higher-order spacings are easily deduced by the 
asymptotic haracterization given in Section 4, we do not discuss the limit laws of 
higher-order spacings in detail. 
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3. Applications 
First we deal with the coverage of the circumference (of length 1) of a circle by 
n randomly placed arcs of length a,,. Each anticlockwise ndpoint is distributed 
with respect o F(x) ,  x ~ [0, 1], assuming w.l.o.g, that the singularity o f f  occurs in 
0 or 1. Each arc is placed independently of the others. Each non-covered segment 
of the circumference is called a gap. Since the singularity implies the high attraction 
of sample points near 0 or 1, we may characterize the clustering of sample arcs in 
relation to a small arc length a.. This corresponds to Case III, in the case of a 
uniform density (see Hiisler (1982)), (n2a. ~ a > 0), where only a Poisson number 
of arcs are overlapping, asymptotically. Whereas the case of uniform density is 
completely analyzed, the non-uniform coverage problem is treated only by Hall 
(1984), assuming that f ( - )>  0, without singularity, and by Hiisler (1987), assuming 
that f (x )= 0 for some x, also without singularities. 
We consider the number of overlapping arcs 
n-1  
L,,= Y~ l(S,. .<a,,)+l(So., ,+S,, . , ,<a,,) ,  
i=1 
the smallest gap 
G. = min{S~.. -a . ,  So.. +S...  -a . ,  if Si.,, > a,,, So,,, + S,,.. > a.} 
and the covered part 
n-1  
C. = na. - ~, (a. - Si.,,)+- (a. -So,. - S...)+. 
i=1 
Because of the circular structure we have to consider the spacing So.. + S.... Any 
other random variables (e.g. the k-th smallest gap) related to the spacings S~,. can 
be easily treated in the same way by the asymptotic representation given in Lemmas 
4.3 and 4.4. For the circle the most interesting case is given by the assumptions (3) 
and (4). 
Theorem 3.1. Let (2) with 0 < a < ½, (3) and (4) be satisfied. Then if a. / (1 -b . )~ c >>-O, 
then as n ~ oo 
d oo 




G,,/(1-b,,)---* min{(v i -c )+,  (v ' i -c)+, (Vo+V~-C)+, i >>- 1, 
! i fv i> c, v i> c or Vo+ v~> c} 
(iii) 
d oo 
[nan-Cn] / (1 -b . ) - - *  Y. [ (c -v , )+ +(c-v~)+]+(C-Vo-V 'o)+.  
i=1 
The proof of this result is given in Section 4. 
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Remark 1. (i) The asymptotic random variables are well defined because a < 1. 
For, we have that vi~(1/t~)i l /~- lwi÷t,  which shows that the sequence vi is a.s. 
unbounded. Thus for any c < c~, the asymptotic r.v.'s of Theorem 3.1 are well-defined. 
(ii) If c = 0, then there are no overlapping arcs, asymptotically, and hence (7. = ha. 
and the normalized smallest gap has the asymptotic distribution of min{v, v'i, i/> 
1, Vo+ v~}. 
The other cases with a dominating singularity in I or 0 or with only one singularity 
are treated in the same way. The results are obtained from Theorem 3.1 by deleting 
all terms with v~ or vi, respectively. 
We turn now to coverage of the line segment [A, B] with -~  < A < B < ~, by 
random line segments [X~- ya,, X~+(1-  y)a,]  of length a,, where y ~ [0, 1] and 
X~ are the sample points with respect o the density f. If y = 0 or 1, then X~ is the 
left or tight endpoint of the covering segment, and otherwise Xi is an interior point. 
In this case, we want to apply Theorem 2.1, assuming that f  has only one singularity 
in B. Again we consider the covered part 
n- -1  
Cn = nan - ~, 
i= l  
(a,, - So,)+ - (3,a,, - So, n)+ - ((1 - 7)a,, - S,,,,,)+, 
the k-th smallest gap Gn, k and the number of overlapping random segments 
n- - I  
L .= Z l(S~n <a. ) .  
i=1  
Based on these definitions the following statement is intuitively clear from the above 
results. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (1) and (2) be satisfied with 0 < t~ <½. I f  a J (B  - bn) --> c >>- O, then, 
as !1-->00, 
d oD 
(i) L.  ~ ~, l(v, < c). 
i - -1  
(ii) 
d 
Gn, k/(B- b.)~ k-th smallest of the positive values 
{(v i -c ) ,  (v0 -c (1 -7) ) ,  i~  > 1}. 
d co 
(iii) (nan-C . ) / (B -b . ) - - -~  ~. 
i=1  
(c - vi)+ + (c(1 - 7) - Vo)+. 
Finally we mention an application to the scan-statistic, which is used for goodness- 
of-fit testing. Assume again that Xi are the sample points with respect o F having 
support [A, B]. Then the clustering of the Xi's can be measured by the scan-statistic 
T.(h) = maxx {N.(x,  h)} where N.(x,  h) = number of values Xi occurring in 
Ix, x+ hi (of. Cressie (1977), D'Agostino and Stephens (1986)). The scan-statistic 
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is related to the spacings by 
{ T.(  h ) <~ k} = { <min 
n-k+l  
s<k) > h} i, rl 
where 
stk) S~. + Si+~,. +.  • • + S~+k-~,. = X~+k,. -- X~ ,,, i <~ n - k + 1, 
with X.+~. = B. The values .q!k) are called the k-th order spacings. In order that • ~ l• t /  
T. (h) is asymptotically a bounded r.v., h has to decrease to 0, similar to the covering 
segment length a.. Thus we use a. instead of h. To find asymptotic results for T. (a.) 
we have to extend the results of Section 2 to higher order spacings. With the 
asymptotic haracterization for spacings proved in the next section, we easily find 
the following limit law, again for simplicity in the case of one singularity. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (1) and (2) with 0< a <½ be satisfied. I f  a J  ( B - b, ) --> c >~ O, then, 
for  any k >I 1, 
P{T, (a , )<~k}-> P{vlk)>~c, V i~O} as n-->oo, 
with 
v l  k) = v~ +"  • • + v~+k- i  = w j  - _ w j  
\ j=o  j~o  
Remark 2. (i) As in Remark 1, the asymptotic probability is well-defined, since Vl k) 
are a.s. diverging to oo, as i-> ~. 
(ii) A similar result can be found for goodness-of-fit testing on the circle with 
the scan-statistic. For the symmetric ase we have to introduce also the k-th order 
t .  ! values v~ (k) and the k-th order sums of vi and vi. v~ + vi_~ +" • • + Vo+ v~+ v~ +- • • + 
v~-~-2, 0 ~< i ~< k -2 ,  because of the circular structure. 
4. Proofs 
All results are immediate consequences of the following lemmas. Since we use 
the method of Deheuvels (1986) we mention only the essential changes in the proofs 
of the lemmas. The assumption of the ultimate monotonicity o f f  in B, respectively 
A, is important and cannot be deleted, only slightly weakened (cf. Hiisler (1987)). 
(It was forgotten to mention this assumption in Theorem 3 of Deheuvels (1986).) 
Without loss of generality let B = 1. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that (1) holds. Then for  any 3' ~ (0, 1) there exists C = C(3 ' )> 0 
such that 
inf inf ~ G(Au) -G(u)  
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The proof follows in a similar way as Lemma 6 of Deheuvels where the assumption 
of the ultimate monotonicity of f is used. For/~r~. we have to deal also with the 
asymptotic behaviour of So... 
Lemma 4.2. If A > -oo, 
f (A+) < oo, 
then 
f ( x ) --> oo as x -> I = B, 
P{So. .~x(1-b.)}- -> l as n-->oo, for any x>O. 
Proof: In order to prove P{So.. >~ (1 - b.)x} = (1 - F(A+x(1  - b.)))" --> 1 we have 
to show that nF(A + x( 1 - b. )) --> O. This follows if n ( 1 - b. ) --> 0 because f is bounded 
in a right neighbourhood of A. By definition of b. we have n(1 -  F(b) )= 1, hence 
b~ -~ 1. Now 
f(y)dy rn(l-b.) 
n 
since f (y )  >I K in a left neighbourhood of 1 = B. This implies n(1 - b,,) --~ 0 because 
K can be chosen arbitrarily large. [] 
Denote by {U j,., 1 ~<j<~ n} the order statistics of n independent and uniformly 
distributed r.v. on [0, 1]. Following the ideas of Lemma 7 of Deheuvels we find 
easily a lower bound for Uj+~,./Uj,.. 
Lemma 4.3. For any e > O, there exists N >I 1 such that 
P I  ~ (l°g( Uj+~,J UJ..) > ( j  l°gj) -2)} > 1 -e .  
I . j=  IV 
Lemma 4.4. Assume the conditions (1) and (2) with a <½. For any x> 0, e > 0 there 
exists N >i 1 such that 
limsup p /U~ (S._j..<~x(1-b.))}<e. 
n--*oo L j=  N 
The proof follows analogously as Lemma 10 of Deheuvels with the following 
changes: Because of the representation 
S._j.. = G( Uj,.) - G( Uj+I..), 
we find with Lemma 7 and 8 of Deheuvels and with Lemma 4.1 the lower bounds, 
for all M <~ j < n, 
S._j,.l(1-b,,)~ C(log( Us+,.,, / Uj..)) (1 -G(Uj..))I(1-G(lln)) 
I> COot( uj+,,.I Uj.,,))(1 -G(j(1-13)ln)l(1-G(lln)) 
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which holds jointly with probability larger than 1 - e, with M sufficiently large and 
0 </3 < 1. By Lemma 4.3 it remains to prove that 
lira inf (1 -G( j (1 - f l ) /n ) / ( j2 ( log j )2 (1 -G(1 /n) )=oo.  
N.--~oo N<~j<n 
But this follows by Lemma 9 of Deheuvels ince G(-)  is regularly varying with 
l /a>2.  
It remains to characterize asymptotically the minimal spacings which are to be 
found with probability 1- e in the set of spacings S,_i,., for n I> no, i ~< N < oo. This 
statement follows along the lines of Lemma 4 of Deheuvels. 
Lemma 4.5. Let (1) and (2) with O< a <½ be satisfied. Then for any f ixed N >> - 1 and 
xi > O, i <~ N, we have that 
lim P{S,,_~,,, <~ x~ (1 - b,  ), 0 <~ i <~ N} = P{  v~ <~ xi, 0 <~ i <~ N}.  
t l  ..-~ O0 
The proofs of Theorem 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are consequences of Lemma 4.2, 4.4 and 
4.5 and Theorem 4 of Deheuvels. In the same way Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are implied 
by the same results and the remark that So,, + S,~, is asymptotically characterized 
by (Vo+V~)(1-b~). Finally Theorem 3.3 follows along the same lines with the 
asymptotic representation f the k-th order spacings (f_)i,~ given by v~k)(1- b,) for 
i ~< N, by Lemma 4.5. 
Finally, we discuss the example with 1 >i a I> ½, which shows that the minimal 
spacings are not completely specified by the extreme order behaviour. Let F (x )= 
1 - (1 - x) ~ for all x ~ [0, 1 ], 1 >i a >t ½. Hence G(x)  = 1 - x 1/~ and f (x )  = a (1 - x) '~-1 
has a singularity in 1. Concerning Lemma 4.5, we prove that, for all x > 0 and any 
N large, 
P I  U~ (Sn- j ,n~Xn-2)} ~¢x>O (6) 
L j=N 
for all sufficiently large n. Because of the representation f S~_s.,, given in the proof 
of Lemma 4.4 we have the inequality 
---- trlla - -  [rl.la ~ 1 -- ( Uj,,,I tr  ,ti/,~ 
Sn- - j  n i-/ j+  l ,n  v j ,  n , ~" / j+ l ,n ]  • 
As in Lemma 4.3 we get the lower bound for the probability in (6) 
P!  ~-J ( UJ, n/ UJ+I,n >~ (1 -  xn-2)'~) } >~ 1-exp( -const .  ax)~> c~>O 
L j~N 
for all x > O. Note that 1 - b, = n -~/~. Hence for ½< a <~ 1, the minimal spacings are 
not occurring in the vicinity of the singularity, since the smallest spacings occurring 
in an interval with 0 < e <f (x )  < K < oo have asymptotically the size n -2 = o(n-l/~). 
This explains the need of the additional condition for the minimal spacings. It 
shows a remarkable difference between the behaviour of the minimal and the 
maximal spacings. 
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